Abstract: First, we discuss current attempts to deduce the nuclear Batter equation of state fro* inclusive data. Next, sjme puz zling projectile fragment properties found in emulsions are discussed. Finally, a new test of pion condensation is pro posed and current pion data reviewed.
Introduction
For this brief overview of relativistic nuclear collisions, I have chosen the following t.iree topics that emphasize the unique aspects of this fieldt 1. Current attempts to deduce the nuclear Matter equation of state, W(n,i0, from inclusive data: ? A + B > W{n,-y) + X .
(1)
The search for new states of nuclear Matter asong projectile fragments in emulsions:
B + En * B* + Em * B** + Em .
3. An "almost" test of pion condensation:
A + B * pions + X .
Obviously, I will not have time to cover the tremendous volume of data and mtjel calculations that have accumulated over the past few years. These data and calculations have played a crucial role in our increased understanding of the basic reaction mechanism of nuclear collisions at M. GeV/nucleon. Extensive reviews of the progress made in untangling the complex details of that reaction mectutnism can be found in recent conference proceedings 1 "). However, in addition to offering a rich new domain for reaction mechanism studies, relativistic nuclear collisions offer a unique tool to probe the properties of nuclear matter far outside the domain r i conventional nuclear physics. The three topics above focus on this aspect of the fi;ld. The primary motivation for studying nuclear collisions at high energies is shown in fig. 1 . This figure, prepared by Gudima and Toneev 5 ), shows the time evolution of the average density, n/n , and temperature,''*, as computed via their intranuclear cascade code.
Two typical nuclear reactions are illustrated. The curves demonstrate clearly that for times, t ^ 3-5 x 10~3 3 sec, high densities n i* (3-4) i^ (no^ 0.15fm* 3 ) along with high temperatures v^ 50-100 HeV can be reached in such reactions. To appreciate the significance of this result, recall that for the past 50 years-one-half century-nuclear physicists have concentrated on the rich properties of nuclear matter in the extremely narrow region of the (n,T) plane near the lower left-hand corner. What fig. 1 demonstrates is that we now have ^ unique tool to expand DJSTHJBOT'Ci .
This manuscript was printed from originals provided by the author. the domain of nuclear physics into a much larger range of densities and excitation energies-Of course* fig. 1 tells us nothing about how easy or difficult it will be to read off the properties of dense nuclear: matter from actual inclusive data. However, the possibility rhat it might be done mandates that we try. Nothing is known experimentally about the properties of nuclear matter at high (n,T). Nevertheless-or consequently-there are intriguing theoretical speculations about exotic phase transitions that might occur under those conditions. Such fun topics as^ pion condensation 6 ' 7 ), density isomerism 8 ) and even quark matter ) phase transitions have been considered in the literature (see also M. Rho's contribution in these proceedings). For example, in fig. 1 the pion condensation phase boundary is shown from two model calculations. The differences between curves RGG 1 *) and B !l ) indicate typical theoretical uncertainties in such calculations. The point to note is that high enough densities and low enough temperatures could in principle be achieved for the onset of pion condensation. The possible signatures of such a phase transition will be discussed in section 4. Ne*U(2.lGey/fo) t*3 RGG 1 
13] cond
While such exotic possibilities add further incentive to bang nuclei together, the most fundamental property of nuclear natter that we ultimately hope to deter nine is the nuclear equation of state, W(n,T) * energy per bary?n at fixed (n;r). In the next section, our current attempts to determine W(n/») from inclusive data are discussed.
Hydrodynamics, W(n,f ) , and inclusive data
To connect W(n,7) with data, we need an appropriate theoretical framework. That fraaework is clearly hydrodynamics 12 ). Recall the basic equations of hydrodynamics. These are the continuity of baryon number density n, momentum density m, and energy density e: 
The internal energy I is assumed to be of the form appropriate for a nonrelativistic Fermi gas. The pressure in eq. (4) is then given by P * n 2 3W0/3n + 2/3 nl. In eq, (5), WQ is the compression energy at zero temperature. To test the sensitivity of the results to WQ, three extreme models of W0 were considered as illustrated in fig. 2 . The curve for compressibility K = 200 HeV represents a reasonable guess for W0. Also, a rather stiff equation of state with K = 400 and a very soft equation of state with a density isomer at 3no were considered. Before comparing with data, we note that composite fragment production is not correctly treated via hydrodynamics due to poor surface properties of the latter. Thus, the fraction of protons that emerge in composite fragments cannot be calculated in this framework. We can, however, define a charged particle inclusive cross section by summing over the inclusive cross sections, da(Z.N)f for composites with Z protons, N neutrons as follows: e 4* ch = £ Z E ^ (Z,N)
where (e,p) is the same energy-momenturn per nucleon for all fragmants in the sum. Underlying eq. (6) is the assumption that composite fragments are produced via final state interactions, after the violent phase oE the collision. Thus, do-h is thought to represent the "primordial" distribution of protons, before coalescence I~' *) into light composites occurs. With this assumption, the distribution of charges obtained by solving eq. (4) can be compared with the charged particle inclusive data. The difference between da cn and do(l,0) -do p is largest for laboratory energies E £ 50 MeV and forward angles. It is also important to remember that for heavy systems there can be large Coulomb distortions of the spectra, the magnitude of which is determined by za/RE. Thus for U targets Coulomb distortion can modify the spectra by over 501 for E $ 40 MeV. Por E > 50 MeV, both composite production and Coulomb effects are not so important, and therefore it is in this region where hydrodynamics should agree best with the data.
For the impact parameter averaged inclusive spectra we see in fig. 3 that the hydrodynamic calculations 15 ) provide, in fact, a reasonable description of the dita tc ) for E > 50 MeV. However, within numerical uncertainties there also appears to be very little sensitivity to the three equations of state ( fig. 2) Given our limited calculational abilities, the best way to proceed is to consider a more restricted class of reactions for which the sensitivity to W0 may be greater. Therefore, we turn next to central collisions.
A major experimental advance in the past two years has been the acquisition of the first data 31 ) on central collisions. For those data, the associated charaed particle multiplicity per event was required to be arrong the highest 15% of the multiplicity distribution. From detailed intranuclear cascade calculations 20 Qualitatively we may attribute these effects to more complete stopping of He for the stiffer equation of state. For infinite stiffness, there would be no yield at 30° for central collisions while in the backward hemisphere high energy Ne fragments that bounced off the stiff U would be seen. Thus even with the large numerical uncertainties the qualitative trend of the calculations can be understood. However, we note again that thermal averaging is expected to reduce the differences among the three cases 1 ').
There are two points to note in fig. 5 . First, at 30', where the hydrodynamic results ace most sensitive to w0, there is a large systematic discrepancy with data. Serond, at larger angles, where the results are insensitive (modulo factor 2) to WQ, hydrodynamics provides a fair description of data as in fig. 3 . We must conclude that even from centrally triggered Ne+U inclusive data, we still cannot determine W0. As we shall see below, one problem is that d o/dHdE still involves a * average over possible reaction planes and this suppresses the sensitivity to W0.
However, the first point indicates that there is some essential physics missing at forward angles. What must we do in the future to gain sensitivity to WQ(n)? The first step is clearly to use heavier projectiles in order to reduce the nonequilibrium component. The average number of mean free path is R/> * 1.6, 2.1, 3.7, for Ne, Ar, t/ respectively. Clearly Ne and Ar are too small to expect significant hydrodynamic effects. The goal experimentally will be U+U collisions by 1983. The second step will be to measure the reaction plane as well as <M> event by event. The importance of this is shown in fig. 7 . that such jetting phenomena are not found in cascade calculations iq ) and seem to be unique to hydrodynamics. Finally, it is obvious that to look for iets, multiparticle final states should be measured. A jet involves a strong correlation between groups of particles. While the triple differential cross section for a single fragment could indicate jetting by a peak at some ($ r 9rE), the net signature would be amplified by measuring multiparticle distributions. This amplification is a simple consequence of taking a peaked distribution to some higher power. Thus, in future experiments, it would be most advantageous to make exclusive particle measurement.
Exclusive particle identification, when the number of charged fragments approaches 200, requires novel and innovative experi mental techniques. Fortunately, the experimentalists are meeting the challenge. In fig. 8, two elaborate new devices, HISS ' s ) and the Ball-Wall : 6 ), are illustrated. HISS is a two meter diameter by one meter gap 30 kiloGauss superconducting spectrometer. It will be able to measure exclusive projectile fragmentation for the first time. The ball consists of -^00 ."-E-E telescopes that measure exclusive target fragmentation. Together with the Wall array for HISS njonc on. *urc «*u. 25 ) and Ball-Wall'*) under construction.
Pig. 8. Schematic layout of exclusive charged frag went experiments HISS
time of flight Measurements, this system will be ideal for looking for hydrodynamic jetsWhile we have not been able to extract properties of W0(n) as yet from data, the direction for future effort on this front is now clear and well under way.
Puzzling projectile fragments
I will now turn to the second topic concerning searches for new or unusual excited states of nuclear matter that are produced in nuclear collisions.
Since early cosmic ray studies, there have been recurring observations 77 ) m emulsions of anomalous projectile fragments with much larger cross sections than expected geometrically. In contrast, the measured reaction mean free paths of primary incident nuclei with charge 2^2 1 26 and energy between 0.2 and 2 GeV/nucleon are perfectly consistent with simple geometrical overlap aodels of the reaction cross section 2 *). It is the secondary fragments produced in a nuclear collision that see* to have a component with a auch ssaller sean free path.
Tn a new experiment, Friedlander. et al.**) have studied the subsequent interactions of secondaries and even tertiaries in sequential interactions in Ea. Fig. 9a -hows Many conventional possibilities such as pionic atons, hyperfragments, isotopic '.ffects, resolution of multiparticle fragmentation, etc., havr, been ruled out 3 *). Possible systematic experimental biases are, however* more difficult to evaluate. In any case, these observations remain as an intriguing puzzle to pursue in the future.
With the HISR spectrometer in fig. 8a it will be possible to analyze exclusive projectile fragmentation in the near future. If there are »xotic nuclear excitations, then by searching for bumps in the invariant mass distribution M* -(Zpj) 2 , it should be possible to identify them. For such an analysis the four momentum of all projectile fragments has to be measured. If the new state has a decay mode to all charged fragments, then HISS will be able to reconstruct the mass of that state.
An "almost" test of pion condensation
The final topic I will discuss is how relativistic nuclear collisions could be used to test for pion condensation at densities between 2-3nQ. As we saw in fig* 1 . it is possible that for short times at least. At *v. 3-5 x 10 2 ' sec, some part of the nucleus could be compr'ssed beyond the critical density for pion condensa tion. Our problem then is to identify what signatures such a phase transition would lead to experimentally. I propose below that we look for the transient* coherent pion radiation associated with the onset of pion condensation.
Our first expectation 6 ' 7 ) is that pion condensation will lead to a softening of the equation of state W(n,T) in eq. 
Concluding remarks
Relativistic nuclear collisions offer a unique opportunity to probe properties of nuclear matter in completely uncharted domains of high density and temperature. However, we have found in the past few years that it is far fro* easy to read those properties off from actual data. Part of the difficulty was that we did not appreciate just how complex the basic reaction mechanism was in such collisions. Partly, we did not haw* clear Ideas of what signatures to look for. There has been tremendous progress on both fronts, with the immense volume of data and calculations 1-1 ') available now, we have gained a much better undersanding of the constraints imposed by geometry and phase space, the multicomponent nature of inclusive yields (direct, intermediate, thermal, fragmentation), and the distortions due to final state interactions such as composite production. Coulomb and nuclear shadowing. We have learned that the bulk of the data can in fact be understood in terms of intranuclear cascading 1 ' 5 '"»»*•), (multiple incoherent binary NN collisions) with initial state (Fermi motion) and final state interactions. Of course, many topics need further-clarifi cation, and basic reaction mechanism studies must continue. However, with our present knowledge we have also gained a better sense of which directions and observables to pursue in the future toward the goal oi learning about high density nuclear matter. In this brief overview, I have discussed a few of those directions. Many other directions still need to be worked out as we chart this frontier of high densities and temperatures.
